
The main problem for the specific impulse and thruster

':iticiency raising are the ion-sound unstability at. the anode

-rne which connected with the limitation of partic les for

:urrent conveying (onset phenomena) [11.

Increasing plasma concentration near the anode surface by

ions feeding through the anode holes permit to decrease of

remove such phenomena. It is necessary to create the working

medium ionization at the ionization chamber, which is placed on

the anode external side. The ionization chamber is the closed

volume with one or several hole cathodes, which are placed

around. The propellant feeding through the cathodes and ionized

at the discharge with not so significant energy comsumption. The

ionization chamber is the first stage of the thruster.

The second thruster stage, where plasma ions are

accelerating, consists of central multyhollow cathode through

w,'ich some mass f!:.' are feeding. and anode surface of the

i nizition chamber. -.:oe is common for ;he first and the second

st.ages. The external magnetic field crates by the

electromagnetic coil .ith independently electric power supplies.

The scheme of t-he 'VPD thruster with external magnetic field

anr i nizr:tion chamb :.- is shown on fig.1. Pro:pe.llint and Dower

di ;trbution between the first and the seconc stages and

ctl ng nd ,f the e::ter-ia: ragnetic fiell int,-r.-; .y permit to

creat- the plasma io.-s .cceleration with closed ::lctrons .:-ift.

SwKich is ;isual for s t, or with unclosel electrn drift, isual

fo:r M'D thrusters wi-. :xternal magnetic field. Evidently. that

th' p wer levels. r, :cfic impulse and -hruster efficiency will

,: qu.te :ifferen- . se cr imes.

Sn the first cr t.nere are three c-aracter ::ones ir the

Smber: ionizati in . ie. closed el :trons r-ftL zor.-: ;nd
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cathode jet. In the closed electrons drift zone i;, must be

fulfill the following conditions R,. << R,; R < R , . >> 1;

<. < 1. where R;, and R1  - Larmor electron and ion radiuses.

R- anode radius. (o,T and (i, - electron and ion Holl

parameters. The external magnetic field intensity and mass flow

through the ionization chamber must satisfy to these conditions.

In the closed electron drift zone the magnetic field force lines

are the equipotentials. Because of it in order to use the whole

volume of the chamber for the ions acceleration the anode

surface must be in parallel to the force lines. In the cathode

jet ete < 1. The central thruster cathode operates as a

cathode-compensator. Mass flow m through it is comply with the

discharge current J: m - MJ/e, where e - electron charge, M, -

ion mass. The advantage of such kind of thruster in comparison

with SPT is the absence of accelerating ion interaction with the

electrode or insulator surfaces. The last problem is the cathode

service life.

In the second case the mass flow and external magnetic

field intensity must be chosen in such way, that the

electromagnetic plasma accelerating in the second thruster stage

achieves by the moderate value Holl parameters wr, - 2...4. The

main part of the flow feeds through the central cathode. The

small part of the flow, which is necessary to support the

nearanode plasma density, feeds through the ionization chamber.

Its permit to protect from the ion-sound unstability.

The working regime of such kind of thruster depends on the

value and proportions of mass flow and discharge power in the

first and second stages and on the value and configuration of

external magnetic field. In order to investigate the influence
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Squa;si stationary model = 20 cm was designed. T using of

quasistatioary discharge of capasitor battery uiiri;.:; T - n 1 ms

permits to simplify the experiment by shutting out :he heating

and service life problems. The model has 100 kW po,.,-r (current

~ 1000 A. voltage - 100 V). Hydrogen is used as a prpellant. It

feeds through the pulse gas valves. The ionization chamber has

the anode surface making from the copper strips and 8 hollow

cathodes. The central cathode is hollow with D = 2 cm. During

the experiment the mass flow rate, discharge current and

voltage, jet impulse are measured.
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